IN THE northern hemisphere, as winter ends, cases of seasonal flu dwindle. Could the same happen with covid-19?

Flu surges in winter for three reasons. First, the virus is more stable in cold, dry conditions with low levels of ultraviolet light. Second, people spend more time together indoors, which facilitates viral spread. Third, our immune systems may be weakened due to the mild vitamin D deficiency a lack of sunlight can cause.

In theory, these factors could also cause the covid-19 virus to dampen down in spring. But we don\'t know if this will happen, and the evidence so far is conflicting.

In a study posted online in February, researchers at Harvard University looked at the effects of temperature and humidity on the transmission of the virus in China, Thailand, Singapore, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan, based on weather reports and data on covid-19 incidence between 23 January and 10 February.

They found no significant difference in transmission rates between cold and dry provinces of China and tropical ones, as well as Singapore, concluding that higher temperature and humidity "will not necessarily lead to declines in case counts" (*medRxiv*, doi.org/dqsn).

But most other studies of the impact of warm weather on the virus have discovered the opposite. These include one that examined every global confirmed case up to 29 February, which found that higher temperatures are associated with lower disease incidence (*medRxiv*, doi.org/dqsp).

"In theory, the factors that cause seasonal flu to surge in winter could also dampen down covid-19"

Researchers say any conclusions are provisional due to limited data. "Seasonality is difficult to predict," says Francois Balloux at University College London.

For now, the World Health Organization says on its website that the virus can be transmitted in all areas, "including areas with hot and humid weather".
